Career Planning in a Global Economy
Girlstart runs after-school programs, Saturday camps, and summer camps to empower girls in mathematics, science, and technology. At the end of this unit, you will learn about Girlstart® founder Rachel Muir and how she achieved her success.

**Decision Making** Have you started making decisions about the career you will pursue?

---

**Unit 7** Thematic Project Preview

**Lifelong Learning** After completing this unit, you will research to find out how lifelong learning will help you in your career throughout your life.

**Project Checklist** As you read the chapters in this unit, use this checklist to prepare for the unit project.

- ✔ Think about how changes in the world are affecting the job opportunities in the career of your choice.
- ✔ Think about how lifelong learning will increase job opportunities in adult education.
- ✔ Look for opportunities for adult learning experiences in your community and in different career choices.
- ✔ Consider how lifelong learning will affect your future.